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Sitting down all day is 
bad for health and bad 
for productivity. Stand up 
periodically to break out of 
those natural slumps.
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Meet Opløft.
The sit-stand platform that goes where you go.

Finally, a desk made for modern life. We’re going faster and further than ever before, so 

why should we be stuck in our seats? Opløft is half the weight of its rivals and perfectly 

proportioned to be moved between any surface anywhere. The Opløft philosophy is to be 

free and agile: change postures, change environments and be prepared to adapt to the 

tasks you’re carrying out. After all, to adapt is to survive.



Fits any  
environment, 
beautifully 
Opløft stays true to its Scandinavian heritage. That 
means purity, simplicity and minimalism - intelligent 
engineering concealed within a seamless framework. 
The result is a sit-stand platform that fits any 
environment, from a hot-desk in an office, to your 
dining room table at home.

Freedom  
to sit or stand
Opløft is a revelation in sit-stand desk design. It’s our 
most portable model yet, beautifully slim and light 
without compromising on quality or stability. It’s taken 
many months of reengineering and perfecting to take 
it from its kickstarter prototype to what it is today: a 
thing of beauty, and a gateway to a whole new mode 
of working.

It goes  
where you go 
In its flat position, Opløft is just 30 mm thick and 
weighs 12 kg, making it possible to carry between 
hot-desks, store neatly away, or pop in your car 
when you leave the office to work from home.
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“We wanted to create something that wasn’t just functional, but portable and 
attractive too. For centuries we have gone to work. Now, thanks to portable 
technology and the Internet, work goes with us. Opløft is a product of this 

concept. It is the first sit-stand platform designed especially for agile workers.” 
 

Ian Fletcher-Price 
CEO, Posturite
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Opløft boosts mood and productivity

We teamed up with brain scientists at University College London to find out how sit-stand 

desk use affected the cognitive functioning of typically sedentary office workers.

The results were conclusive, showing that Opløft use can improve:

Decision-
making skills

Concentration 
and vigilance

Creativity Positivity Verbal 
fluency

Life shouldn’t be static - so start a movement
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Technical Data

Monitor Arm for Opløft 

Add an optional monitor arm to your 

Opløft to elevate your screen above the 

surface easily and securely. Find the 

perfect height, tilt and angle to reduce the 

risk of musculoskeletal disorders. Secure 

it in seconds for a monitor that moves 

with your desk as you sit and stand 

throughout the day - great for comfort, 

ergonomics and productivity.

12 MONTH 
GUARANTEE

Specification

14 height 
adjustment levels

Maximum weight 
capacity: 12 kg

White

Product dimensions (WxDxH) 780 x 600 x 30 mm

Lift range (top surface) 30-420 mm

Minimum desktop/table surface required (WXD) 800 x 620 mm

Top surface forward protrusion when fully raised 180 mm

Weight 12 kg

Maximum weight capacity 12 kg
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